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Searh Smarter, Not Harder { Using

Personalization to Improve Web Searh Results

Mark Claypool, Eugene Cushman, Daniel Murphy, and George Stuart

Most searh engines, indispensable tools for �nding information on the Web, do not take advantage

of a user's personal preferenes in reating result sets from searh queries. In partiular, ollabo-

rative �ltering, an e�etive personalization tehnique that uses peer opinions to reommend items

of interest, has not been widely used in Web searh engines nor have the bene�ts of ollaborative

�ltering to searh engine tehnology been thoroughly evaluated. We have designed and imple-

mented a searh engine alled Foible that personalizes Web searhes based on user preferenes

and uses ollaborative �ltering to enhane the result sets returned from user queries. Through

a arefully designed user study, we evaluate the e�etiveness of Web searh with personalization

and ollaborative �ltering ompared with a traditional Web searh engine. We �nd Web searh

results based on personalization and ollaborative �ltering provides result sets more losely re-

lated to user interests than result sets returned by traditional searh engines. Moreover, users

overwhelmingly prefer results returned by a personalized �lter with ollaborative �ltering to those

returned by traditional searh engines.

Categories and Subjet Desriptors: [ ℄:

General Terms:

Additional Key Words and Phrases:

1. INTRODUCTION

The searh engine has beome an indispensable tool in navigating the billions of

Web pages residing on the more than twenty million servers [Zakon 2003℄ that

ompose the global World Wide Web. Searh engines funtion as �ltering agents,

empowering users with the ability to �nd the needle of desired information within

the overwhelming haystak of useless bits. As the Internet ontinues to expand

at an exponential rate, searh engines must ontinue to re�ne and enhane their

tehnology in order to remain relevant.

While Web searh engine tehnology has made advanes in storage and indexing

tehniques, it has not bene�tted from the reent advanes made from personaliza-

tion. A searh engine using a personalized pro�le should e�etively remember eah

user's likes and dislikes aross multiple searhes, produing a more useful set of

results for some queries. Collaborative �ltering, in partiular, is a personalization

tehnique of using peer opinions to predit the interest of others. Users indiate

their opinions in the form of ratings on various piees of information, and the ol-
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2 �

laborative �lter orrelates the ratings with those of other users to determine how

to make future preditions for the rater. In addition, the ollaborative �lter shares

the ratings with other users so they an use them in making their own preditions.

A searh engine using ollaborative �ltering ould math user interests with other

users, using the aggregative preferenes of the group to better predit whether a

partiular Web doument would be of interest to a member of the group, based on

the opinions of others in the group.

While there have been several systems that ombine ollaborative �ltering with

Web searh tehnology [Was� 1999; Balabanovi and Shoham 1997; Goeks and

Shavlik 1999; Ruker and Polano 1997; Chan 1999; Thomas and Fisher 1997℄,

to the best of our knowledge, there has been little evaluation of how ollaborative

�ltering an diretly enhane today's searh engine tehnologies. Thus, it is not

our goal to neessarily ome up with novel ollaborative �ltering and searh engine

tehnologies. Rather, it is our goal to evaluate how muh more e�etive, if any,

typial searh engine tehnologies might be if they are enhaned with ollaborative

�ltering.

With this goal in mind, we onstruted a funtional searh engine named Foible

that uses ore tehnologies employed by Google

1

, the most popular searh engine

in the United States [Sullivan 2003℄. Upon proessing a searh request, in addition

to providing a list of Google-like searh results, Foible also provides a list of searh

results enhaned by personalization, inluding ollaborative �ltering tehnologies.

To evaluate the e�ets of Foible's personalization on Web searh, we populated

Foible's index database by a substantial rawl through some spei� test domains.

We then designed and onduted a study that had users perform several searh

engine tasks, eah with a di�erent level of spei�ity, using searh results returned

by Foible both with and without the personalization enhanements. We analyzed

the data gathered through result set analysis as well analysis of the user surveys.

We �nd personalized searh provides, on average, result sets that are more useful

to the users' queries than are result sets from non-personalized searh engines. In

addition, personalized searh provides a more properly ordered result sets than

do non-personalized searhes, meaning the douments at the top of the list are

more likely to be useful than douments at the bottom of the list. Perhaps most

importantly, users overwhelmingly prefer a searh engine with personalization to

one without personalization.

The rest of this doument is organized out as follows: Setion 2 provides bak-

ground into searh engines and ollaborative �ltering; Setion 3 desribes details on

the design and implementation of the Foible system; Setion 4 desribes the user

study and performane measures we use to evaluate the bene�ts of a searh engine

with personalization; Setion 5 analyzes the results from the user study; Setion 6

summarizes our onlusions; and Setion 7 presents possible future work.

2. BACKGROUND

This setion provides bakground into the Google searh engine and a ollaborative

�ltering algorithm, the two fundamental tehnologies employed by Foible.

1

http://www.google.om
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2.1 Google

Google was �rst reated as a researh projet at Stanford University [Brin and

Page 1998℄. Its reators, Sergey Brin and Lawrene Page, wanted to design an

indexing engine that was fundamentally better than any of the searh tehnology

that existed. Additionally, they wanted the tehnology they were designing to be

primarily aademi. It was the hope of Brin and Page that this would make Google

an exellent researh tool for other sholars to base future work upon.

A fundamental algorithmi feature that arose in Google is the metri of PageR-

ank. PageRank is a alulation, given all the itations(links) on the Internet, of

the probability that a Web page will be visited by a random Web surfer [Brin and

Page 1998℄:

We assume there is a \random surfer" who is given a Web page at

random and keeps liking on links, never hitting \bak" but eventually

gets bored and starts on another random page. The probability that the

random surfer visits a page is its PageRank. And, the d damping fator

is the probability at eah page the \random surfer" will get bored and

request another random page.

In brief, PageRank is the following:

PR(A) = (1� d)(
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where A is any given page having pages T

1
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n

point to it, C(A) is the number of

links pointing from A to other pages, and d is damping fator referred to in the

above quote. PageRank, a powerful addition to Google, was the �rst time that the

frequeny of itations had been used to generate a ranking for Web pages on the

Internet.

Another fundamental feature of Google is the way in whih it handles the text

assoiated with HTML anhors. Most searh engines assoiate the text of an anhor

with the page in whih it resides. Google does this as well, but Google also assoiates

the anhor text with the page it points to, allowing Google to index items that

ordinary indexing engines annot (images, programs, and databases) [Brin and

Page 1998℄.

Finally, Google has a few additional features that improve its usability. First,

it onsiders the font and size of text to imply their importane on a Web page.

Seond, it maintains information on loation for eah page indexed thus allowing

\proximity" to be used in the searh alulation. Lastly, it stores the raw HTML

making it available from Google as a ahed referene should the page maintainer

remove the it.

2.2 Collaborative Filtering using Pearson Correlation CoeÆient

When making reommendations using the Pearson orrelation oeÆient, the pre-

dited votes for an ative user are alulated using partial information from the

user and a set of weights from the database. This user database onsists of a set

of votes for the user i on the item j, with I

i

being the entire set of items that the

user has voted on. The equation for the average vote is:
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where w(a; i) is the orrelation between users a and i whih an be expressed using

the Pearson orrelation oeÆient:
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This equation an be re�ned further by assuming that if the item is liked by many

people in the database, then it should be onsidered less valuable when determining

w(a; i):
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This modi�ation is based on inverse doument frequeny whih makes more

ommonly ourring words have less weight than less ommonly ourring words.

In this equation, f

j

is de�ned as log

n

n

j

where n

j

is the number of users who voted

for item j and n is the number of users in the database. f

j

would be zero if everyone

voted for that item, so e�etively, f

j

is a weight [Breese et al. 1998℄.

3. FOIBLE

Foible onsists of a working searh engine, populated by data from a substantial

rawl of the Internet for our test domain, along with a ollaborative �ltering system

that enhanes the results returned by the searh engine. Using a relational database

as a bakend, Foible onstruts user pro�les and, using ollaborative �ltering, asso-

iates the ratings of the users through their pro�les with the algorithms disussed

in Setion 2.2. Foible uses the information gained from ollaborative rating of pages

in the searh engine ranking algorithm.

3.1 Searh Engine Tehnology

Fundamental to our goal of pratially evaluating the bene�ts of ollaborative �lter-

ing with Internet searh engine, is the design and implementation of a basi searh
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engine that models, as losely as possible given our relatively limited resoures, the

funtionality of typial searh engines.

The majority of searh engines in existene today funtion in muh the same

manner. First, a \spider" or \rawler" sours the Internet and ollets as many

pages as it an. Seond, the searh engine takes the olleted data and indexes it

based on some ategorization algorithm. Finally, this index ombined with a user

de�ned query produes a \page rank" whih attempts de�nes a page's relevane to

a user's query.

3.1.1 Spidering. At the base of any searh engine is a omponent whih sours

the Internet by traversing the links it �nds within Web pages. The \spider" is the

�rst stage in building a database of online data that an be indexed and queried.

Typially the spider's duties are simple. It \walks" through the links that it dis-

overs and stores whatever data it �nds. This aspet of searh engine tehnology is

often alled \rawling" (the fat that the omponent is named a \spider" is apro-

pos). The atual at of rawling is a breadth-�rst tree walk of interlinked Web

pages. A start node, or root, is hosen from whih to begin the searh. This page

is parsed to disover any links to other Web pages. For the purposes of our projet,

we onsider only those douments that link to other HTML web pages that are

parseable by our own engine, and disard other types of ontent. Suh links have

the form <A HREF="http://LINK.html">Anhor text</A>.

We have reated a spider that funtions in the manner desribed above, un-

derstanding HTML links, and onstruting an interlinked graph struture of Web

pages. This graph is then explored, with speial heks for previously seen nodes

and depth limitations in plae to prevent the expenditure of more resoures than

neessary.

Foible's spider onstruts its node-network by mathing the URL string to ertain

prede�ned patterns. By limiting the pattern to ertain extensions (.html, .htm,

.shtml, et.) we are able to avoid rawling potentially large douments to whih

an HTML page may be linked. The spider is intelligent enough not to follow links

in whih it is diÆult to analyze ontent, suh as PDF �les or multimedia ontent.

3.1.2 Indexing. After the \rawling" has ompleted, the searh engine must

ategorize the data it has olleted. This stage, often termed \indexing", involves

�nding keywords and building assoiation tables that an be queried eÆiently.

Generally the index onsists of the main words or phrases that appear in the pages

rawled by the spider. The indexing proess reates a database of information that

relates these main words or phrases to the pages they an be found within. As

desribed in 2.1, more advaned searh engines, like Google, make some additional

assumptions, suh as PageRank and the assoiation of anhor text with what it

referenes. This is postulated to produe \better" query mathes by introduing

seleted heuristis and probabilisti ranking algorithms to the indexing alulations.

During the analysis phase, Foible evaluates the retrieved douments based on a

number of di�erent fators that later beome relevant during the ollaborative �l-

tering stage. Foible measures the following harateristis for later use in mathing

with user pro�les:

|Doument Size - The doument size refers to the total number of bytes of not only

Submitted to ACM TOCHI, Reommender Systems Interfaes: Theory and Pratie, July 2003.
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the HTML but all assoiated materials, suh as inline images. This byte estimate

an be used as an indiator of the amount of time needed to download the page.

This is a fator of de�nite interest for users with low-bandwidth onnetions, and

whih we expet to have high impat on personalized queries.

|Number of Words, Flesh-Kinaid Reading Level [Flesh 1949℄, Flesh Readability

Sore [Flesh 1949℄, and Fog Reading Index [Miles 1990℄ - The depth of detail of

doument an be approximated using a ount of the number of words ombined

with an analysis of the reading level of the doument. These fators, taken

together, vary greatly aross users in prediting interest sine many of whom

have di�ering preferenes for longer or shorter douments. When personalized,

we antiipate that these fators will be of great utility to younger people searhing

the Web. Although elementary students are an ever growing segment of Internet

users, few searh engines are apable of adapting themselves to meet the spei�

needs of this demographi.

|Number of Images, Number of Links (external and internal), Word Frequeny,

and Markup to Content Ratio - The visual style of a page an play a large role

in inuening the user's level of interest. Although we do not provide diret

means of examining layout, we attempt to lassify a page as visually appealing by

examining thee number of images displayed inline and the ratio of bytes of HTML

tags to bytes devoted to ontent. When examining the number of images, it is

also neessary to hek the size of the images, sine a page will appeal graphially

heavy if dominated by large pitures, and a large �le size will usually orrelate

with a large image size.

3.1.3 Storage. From the previous setions, it is apparent that a great deal of

disk spae is needed to store all the data olleted from spidering and indexing.

In Foible, while the searh engine is rawling the Internet, it indexes what it �nds

and stores the ontents in the database. This allows it to build a omprehensive

database while permitting o�-line analysis of the results of a spider rawl. In

addition, a pleasant side e�et of this approah is that Foible an also provide users

with ahed opies of the pages. The prie for this method is the speed of rawling in

that the Foible spider rawls fewer pages than might other searh engines. However,

sine the goal of our work is to improve the e�etiveness of the searh engine, the

moderate slowdown in rawling speed is relatively unimportant.

3.1.4 Querying. One the searh engine has ompiled a database of indexed

data, it is able to perform queries on that data. Most basi searh engines use some

form of word frequeny algorithm. Using the index reated earlier, the Foible searh

phrase mathes up against the indexed data in order to determine what pages are

most relevant to the urrent query.

3.1.5 Arhiteture. To allow better visualization of the relationship between the

various omponents of our searh engine, Figure 1 depits the interations between

the spider, the analyzer, the query engine, ahe, databases, and the user.

3.2 Collaborative Improvements

Although traditional searh engines are a powerful means of �ltering information,

a major problem with onventional searh engines is their lak of state; eah searh
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Internet

Web Pages

Word
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User
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HTML Analyzer

Web Spider

(Cache)

Web Page
Properties

User
Votes

User
Profile

Fig. 1. Arhiteture Implementation Overview

is treated as an individual query, with no attempt to assoiate queries to users and

take advantage of a user's past queries. In Foible, we have extended the funtionality

of the searh engine to inorporate the onept of individual user pro�les. By tying

identity to searh, we permit the olletion of data that may be used to return a

more aurate and personalized searh. By using ollaborative �ltering, individuals

are mathed with persons with similar tastes, allowing ratings of similar users to

predit whether or not they will prefer the types of ertain pages more than others.

3.2.1 Establishing Identity. In order to harness the power of ollaboration, it is

�rst neessary to de�ne a distint user identity to queries performed on the system.

The most ommon means of traking user usage on the Web is through the use of

ookies. Cookies are small bits of textual information that are transferred to the

Web server by the lient browser during eah request. Web servers an store and

retrieve these ookies to add state to the otherwise stateless at of requesting a

Web doument. Internet advertisers urrently make heavy use of this method. The

marketing world reognizes the utility of having as muh demographi information

assoiated with a user as is possible. Major banner advertisement providers will

trak users through a similar system, by storing a unique ID with the lient browser.

To identify the user in Foible, we make use of a simple ookie onsisting of a

unique integer ID. All other information assoiated with the user is stored in the

database bakend, with this ID serving as a key. Eah time that the front page to

the searh engine is requested, the server heks to see if the unique ID is passed

Submitted to ACM TOCHI, Reommender Systems Interfaes: Theory and Pratie, July 2003.
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along with the request. This indiates that the user has already visited Foible and

any searhes performed from this point onward is assoiated with the user.

If the request represents the �rst time that a user is visiting the searh engine, or

if the ookie has been removed from the user's system, a new unique ID is automat-

ially generated and stored on the user's lient. This results in the establishment

of identity in a manner that is ompletely transparent to the user: no umbersome

logon or password tokens are needed. This approah, while the most easy to use for

the user, is not without ertain negative attributes. Seurity in this model is weak,

sine there is a single token that both identi�es and authentiates the user. Users

lose the bene�ts of a ustomized searh when they hange omputers, and pro�les

an get easily onfused when multiple users share a single mahine. To prevent the

olletion of false data, the searh engine provides a \lear my ookie" button that

allows a user to erase their urrent ookie. This is useful if the ookie set on the

mahine with whih they are browsing was used by a previous omputer operator,

and is no longer needed.

3.2.2 Personalizing the Searh. Before better reommendations an be made,

Foible must adapt itself to the preferenes of the user through the proess of per-

sonalization. The initial step in the proess of personalization is for the user to

ondut a searh. Whenever a user gives feedbak after performing a searh, his

or her pro�le is altered. Thus, there is no distint \training phase" { the user is

onstantly and transparently training the system to better suite his or her needs.

The initial searh is arried out with the default pro�le of equal weights in eah

of the fators disussed in Setion 3.1.2. The pages that result from the query are

internally ranked and presented the user.

The user examines eah of the links returned, and then provides expliit feedbak

of how useful the page was, on a sale ranging from one to �ve using the interfae

shown in Figure 2. The user's ranking is ompared to the initial ranking omputed

by the searh engine. Any di�erenes indiate the presene of some fator inuen-

ing the user's preferene. If suh a presene is determined, then those pages ranked

highly by the user will adjust the fator weights in the user's pro�le aording to

the fators in the doument.

The algorithm Foible uses to adjust the weights is a variant of alpha-blending, in

whih a weighted average of the pro�le value and the Web page's value is omputed.

Spei�ally, our implementation assoiates two dynami data strutures with the

pro�le. The �rst is a set of weights, values between 0 and 1, that are used to

assoiate the user with other users. Whenever these weights are altered, they

must always sum to 1, whih requires balaning any additions to a single weight

with an appropriate number of subtrations. During modi�ation, eah weight is

adjusted by moving it toward or away from (based on if the user had a positive

or negative reation) a point on a statistial distribution urve orresponding with

the perentile into whih the attribute of the page in question falls in relation to

all other pages. The seond part of the user's pro�le models an \ideal page". Any

time that a user indiates a preferene for a Web page, his internal \ideal page" is

adjusted to be more like the page he positively rates.

An example of the personalization an better illustrate the proess. The new user,

Alie, goes to the Foible site. The site noties that she does not have an identifying
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Fig. 2. User Interfae for Page Ranking

ookie, and reates a new pro�le in the database for her. The assoiated unique

ID is stored as a ookie with Alie's browser. Alie's initial pro�le is set so that

her weights are equivalent (in this ase equal to 0:

�

11 sine there are 9 suh weights

that Foible traks), and her idealized page has attributes equal to the averages of

all pages in the database. Alie then performs a searh, the results of whih are

displayed in ranked order within her browser. She then visits eah one, and begins

to rate the usefulness of the pages on a sale of one to �ve. Alie examines the

presented links. The �rst link is a good reommendation, so she sores it a �ve.

The seond link, despite being highly reommended by the system, is sored at

two by Alie. She sores the rest of the links as would be expeted by the system,

dereasing her sores as she moves down the list of links. By rating the �rst page

highly, Alie has already begun the proess of ustomization. Let us assume that

the �rst doument is a relatively simple doument, with a number of images and

omplex layout (whih we infer through our Markup-to-Content ratio). Her internal

weights are reoriented so that a higher priority is plaed upon images and Markup-

to-Content ratio. These weight inrease, while the others derease, maintaining the

requirement that they sum to 1. Alie's \ideal page" adjusts itself to be more like

the page that she has just rated so highly. Sine she rated it a �ve, her internal page

attributes will move half way to these new values. Had she rated it a lower value,

suh as a four, her values would have moved less of the distane to those of the page

(in the ase of four, this would be one quarter of the distane). Sine the page had

many more images than the average page in the database, Alie's internal image

preferene is now above the average for the database. Now let us examine what

happens when a user votes negatively on an item. The page whih Alie dislikes

is very long, verbose, and laks the images and ontent that she enjoys. Alie's

weights are again adjusted. This page is found to have a Flesh-Kinaid reading
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level in the 90th perentile and doument length in the 80th perentile. Sine she

registered negative preferene, Alie's weights will be adjusted towards the inverses

of these values, 0.1 and 0.2 respetively. Her weights are adjusted, and her pro�le

updated to represent her preferenes. The system an now infer that she prefers

short, easy to read douments ontaining many pitures. In the future, long and

diÆult to read douments will be ranked lower, and short douments with many

pitures will be towards the top of her searh results.

3.2.3 Mathing Users. One users have established pro�les that express their

individual preferene, it is possible to assoiate them with other users to allow

aess to a greater pool of ratings. Even if an individual user has not viewed a

partiular page before, it is possible to make a predition of whether or not this

user will �nd the page of interest based on whether others with similar pro�les to

the user have found suh a page of interest. For example, if Alie has never viewed

the Web page \Ten-Thousand Words on Immanentizing the Eshaton", but her

semi-literate friend Bob (with whom Alie's preferenes orrelate well) has both

viewed this page and hated it, then we an predit that Alie too will dislike it.

3.2.3.1 Mathing Users Using Correlation Fator. One means of assoiating

users is to ompute a orrelation matrix between all users of the system. With

n users, this would produe an nxn matrix, the elements of whih would be a

orrelation fator ranging from a -1 indiating a omplete inverse math, through

0 indiating no orrelation, to 1 indiating a omplete math. These ratings are

omputed using the Pearson orrelation oeÆient, as desribed previously in equa-

tion 4.

This orrelation fator is omputed in two parts: through vote orrelation and

pro�le orrelation. The orrelation between pro�les is based upon a omputation

of the mean squared di�erene of the various weighting fators that ompose the

user pro�les. The result of this omputation is ombined with a similar result that

relates the degree of similarity between the set of pages that both users have voted

on. The �nal result is a value between 0 and 1 that indiates the level of orrelation

between the users. Beause of the many di�erent fators that suh a omputation

takes into aount, we onsider any users with a orrelation fator greater than

0.4 to be strongly orrelated. Users who are strongly orrelated (we use the term

\omrades" internally for suh a relationship) are apable of inuening eah other's

searh results. Pages ranked highly by one user are likely to turn up higher in the

searh results of users to whom the user is strongly orrelated. This equation an

be summarized as follows:
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These alulations are performed in real-time for our projet sine one of our

design spei�ations was not to support more than one hundred users at a time.

Unfortunately, the omputational time assoiated with these operations does not

sale linearly with the number of users. As disussed in Setion 7, future work
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would be to explore doing these alulations nightly, during a period of low usage,

and then arry out the funtions of a day's worth of queries with these preomputed

values.

4. EVALUATION TECHNIQUES

Our hypothesis is that the introdution of personalization tehniques, espeially

ollaborative �ltering, into a traditional searh engine will notieably improve the

quality of the results returned. We tested our hypothesis by onduting a blind

user study. The study onsisted of two disparate, yet uni�ed searhes. When the

user performed a searh, the results were returned in a table with two olumns one

olumn ontaining searh results obtained using personalization, inluding ollabo-

rative �ltering, while the other olumn ontaining searh results obtained without

personalization.

4.1 User Study

We foused our user study on the typial task of using a searh engine to �nd

answers to questions with various levels of spei�ity. We hose questions in a

limited domain, that of dinosaurs, in order to allow the Foible spider to obtain a

signi�ant level of depth in the result set it ould return. The users were asked to

answer �ve questions:

(1) You are being attaked by a Veloiraptor. What sort of nearby dinosaurs ould

you point him toward to distrat him (i.e. that he would like to eat more than

you)?

(2) Was the Styxosaurus an aquati animal or land animal?

(3) What modern day lass of animals did the Arhaeopteryx lithographia evolve

into?

(4) What dinosaur family did the Carnotaurus belong to?

(5) What are some ommon theories about why the dinosaurs beame extint?

The questions were hosen to please a diverse user group on the basis of both

diÆulty and the size of the data set returned. For example, the Styxosaurus ques-

tion retrieved a relatively small set of data, whih is apparent in the results, while

the Veloiraptor question had a relatively large result set. In terms of diÆulty,

the Arhaeopteryx lithographia question is muh more diÆult to �nd answers to

than the one about the extintion of the dinosaurs.

Using these questions, the users set out to �nd the answers to the questions using

Foible. The results of the searh were displayed in two olumns in the browser

window, as shown in Figure 3. Set A, the left olumn, ontained the results made

using personalization, while Set B ontained the results using word frequeny alone.

One given the results, the users were instruted to visit at least three links from

eah result set and to rate eah page visited based upon relevane to the question

asked. We felt that if the users knew what the system used as parameters, it may

have skewed the results, thus the spei�s about how Foible reated the two result

sets was not announed in the instrutions to the user. At the onlusion to the

study, the users were asked to omplete the exit survey as shown below in Figure 4.

The survey was used to orrelate how well our system adapted and to determine
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Fig. 3. Example Searh Results

if the hanges in the page ranking due to personalization were pereptible to the

users.

A total of 55 users partiipated in the user study. These users onsisted mainly

of friends and family with omputer and Internet experiene ranging from beginner

to expert. Eah user session took approximately twenty minutes to ompleted, and

the entire user study lasted about a week and a half.

4.2 Measures of Performane

After gathering data, we needed to aurately assess the \value" of a searh result

set. We de�ne a \ranking sale" by whih a searh result set an be rated. For

simpliity, the value of any result set is normalized to values between 0 and 1.

4.2.1 Result Set. We inorporate a \relative rank" into any equation used to

determine a result set's value. If a user ranks only one link in a result set, there

needs to be a fator whih di�erentiates between the same rank in di�erent positions

within the result set. This di�erentiation is determined by weighting the user

de�ned rank based on position. Based on pilot studies, we determined that the

rank given to results toward the top of a result set should be more inuential in

determining the value of the set as a whole. After some pilot studies, it was deided

that the weighting should be sinusoidal as opposed to linear, allowing results higher

in a result set to be given proportionally more weight than would a simple linear
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Fig. 4. The Exit Survey

approah.

We use the sum of all expliitly ranked pages in the set R that have been weighted

by a weighting funtion. The value for the set is then normalized aross the \ideal"

ranked set S in whih all values are assumed to be \5", whih is the maximum

expliitly ranked value, for all ten possible set positions.

In order to ompute the rank for an entire set, the equation is:
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The weighting algorithm is a funtion of os and is:

os ((

�

2

) � (

i

10

)) (8)

where the i represents the zero based index of the ranked page (thus values are

between 0 and 9) and the value 10 represents the number of positions in an entire

result set. Thus, the weighting appears as in Figure 5.

This equation yields a value for a set of ranked pages within a result set. The

value obtained from this alulation an be used to orrelate the \relevane" of

result sets to users' searh queries. During analysis, this orrelation is then be used

to determine whether it is bene�ial to inorporate elements of personalization

within a searh engine framework.
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Fig. 5. Weighting Method for Result Sets

4.2.2 Ranking. A slightly di�erent method of looking at the quantitative data

is to hart user ratings per page ranking. All votes for the highest ranking page

would be averaged together. Then all votes for the seond highest ranking page

would then be averaged, and so on. Eventually, all ranking pages would have a set

of average user ratings for that partiular rank. A well ordered result set should

have a high average user rating for the highest ranking pages, and then it should

slowly drop o� in rating, in a smooth, linear fashion. A poorly ordered result set

would have the average user ratings looking more like random noise, with no visual

struture. Seond degree polynomial regression lines an show a downward trend,

as well as other strutures of the data.

4.2.3 User Preferene. We obtained subjetive opinions and impressions on the

Foible searh engine through pre- and post-use surveys. The main results we report

are the indiated preferene for the result set that used personalization tehniques

or the result set based on solely word frequeny.

5. ANALYSIS

We did three sets of analyses: 1) ranking analysis and 2) result set analysis attempt

to determine by use of user rankings, if the results using personalization, inluding

ollaborative �ltering, outperformed those that use word frequeny alone; and 3)

user survey analysis to measure the orrelation between the user pro�les and the

feedbak in the surveys.

5.1 Ranking Analysis

A well designed searh engine should produe relevant results in the proper order.

Using the ratings provided from the user study, we developed orrelations between

the relative rank of the pages and user ratings. For eah query performed by the

user for a partiular objetive question asked, the ratings were grouped together

by page rank. All votes for a the �rst ranked page were averaged together, while

all votes for the seond highest ranking page were averaged together, and so on.

If properly ranked, the average rating of a page should derease as the page rank

beomes worse, meaning the top ranked page should, on average, have a higher user

rating than the seond ranked page, and so on.
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5.1.1 Veloiraptor. The users were asked to determine what the Veloiraptor

primarily ate. Figure 6 shows the average user rank for eah returned URL's po-

sition on the results page. The line with the squares shows the average rating

for the result set that was produed solely from word frequeny analysis. This is

what a typial searh engine would produe. Its polynomial regression line is the

dotted line. The average rating for the result set using pro�les is the line with

the diamonds. Its polynomial regression line is the dashed line. Similar data and

regression lines are used in subsequent graphs in this subsetion.

Fig. 6. Veloiraptor Result Chart

Using the polynomial regression lines as a guide for analysis, the result set based

on user pro�les is shown to be in a more proper order. Although both data sets have

some degree of downward progression, the regression line for the word frequeny

plot has a atter slope than the line for the pro�les. This an be attributed to a

data set that is more random than linear. To aÆrm this postulation, looking at the

atual data for the word frequeny shows that it has random attributes assoiated

with it. The average rating for the highest ranked page (the page whose rank is 1)

is approximately equal to the lowest ranked page. The highest rated page, whih,

in an ideal situation, should be ranked �rst, was atually ranked �fth. While the

data based on the pro�les result set shows that it is more properly ordered. It has

a regression line that learly shows a downward trend whih implies an ordering

that is better than the data set using word frequeny alone.

5.1.2 Styxosaurus. The next question users were asked onerned the Styx-

osaurus habitat. Figure 7 shows the average user rank for eah returned URL's
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position on the results page. The data set using word frequeny analysis was al-

ready fairly well ordered. However, there were a few data points, namely the pages

with a rank of eight and nine, that appeared in an improper order. Personalization

improvements smoothed the graph by either removing o�ending data points or by

inreasing their rank so that it resulted in a more proper total ordering for the

result set.

Fig. 7. Styxosaurus Result Chart

5.1.3 Arhaeopteryx lithographia. The users were then asked to �nd out what

modern animal is assoiated with Arhaeopteryx lithographia. Figure 8 shows the

average user rank for eah returned URL's position on the results page. Analysis

of the results from this question provides an exellent example of how personaliza-

tion an orret aws in the result sets returned by searh engines that use word

frequeny-only. The �rst ranked page for the word frequeny data set is atually

one of the lowest rated pages. The highest rated page is near the middle of the data

set. As a result, the polynomial regression line is shaped like an upside-down letter

U. The graph of the data set using personalization shows muh more linearity as it

generally moves from a high rating to a lower rating without too many outliers far

from this trend.

5.1.4 Carnotaurus. After that, the users were asked to �nd to what family the

Carnotaurus belongs. Figure 9 shows the average user rank for eah returned

URL's position on the results page. This hart is interesting beause it seems as

though, initially, that the pro�les-based data set is doing well, as opposed to the

word frequeny-based data set. However, near the end, there is an outlier with
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Fig. 8. Arhaeopteryx Lithographia Result Chart

the pro�les data set that should not be there. Instead of keeping the trend of

being relatively stagnant, it suddenly moves up quite a bit onsidering that these

are averages. Up until that point, the pro�les data set seemed to have avoided

the misplaement of the page that was ranked fourth by moving it to its proper

loation.

5.1.5 Dinosaur Extintion. For the �nal question, the users were asked to de-

termine the urrent theories of the dinosaur extintion. Figure 10 shows the average

user rank for eah returned URL's position on the results page. Again, the pro-

�les data set starts out very strong in omparison to the word frequeny data set.

However, there is an outlier at the seventh rank position that ontaminates the

relatively lean looking data set. The polynomial regression lines do show that

overall, the pro�les based data set performs better than the word frequeny data

set. Similarly to the results on the Arhaeopteryx lithographia question, the word

frequeny polynomial regression line is shaped like an upside-down letter U, whih

does not omply well with a properly ranked set of results.

5.2 Result Set Analysis

Another quantitative means by whih we tested the bene�ts of personalization

for Web searh was an evaluation of the searh result sets returned for eah user's

queries. Using the formula desribed in Setion 4.2.1, eah result set was assigned a

normalized value from 0 to 1. The data olleted from both the pro�led queries and

the word frequeny queries was then ompared in several di�erent ways to assess

the e�etiveness of the system. Figure 11 shows the average result set ratings for
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Fig. 9. Carnotaurus Result Chart

Fig. 10. Dinosaur Extintion Result Chart

the pro�le and word frequeny result sets. It an be seen more learly how a pro�led
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searh returned more relevant information.

Fig. 11. Average Result Set Ratings per Searh

5.3 Surveys

In addition to the above methods of analysis, users were asked to �ll out a survey

(shown previously in Figure 4). First, the series of questions were asked to the

user to self-evaluate their browsing preferenes. These questions orresponded to

di�erent attributes that make up the user pro�les. If a user responded that they

enjoy douments with many links and a high reading level, then the values of their

pro�le should show a similar preferene. This was tested by omparing eah user's

survey response with their pro�les. Eah attribute of the pro�le was analyzed to �nd

its distribution perentile, and was ompared with the user's input. User responses

were mapped to desired perentiles by onsidering 5 to indiate a preferene for

values in the top perentile, and 0 to show preferene for the bottom perentiles.

A linear map between these two poles allowed us to onvert user survey responses

into perentiles, and then math these with pro�le data. Figure 12 shows results of

this analysis.

All users showed a high level of agreement between their self-rated sores and the

preferenes that were determined automatially by the system during testing. This

level of orrelation leads us to onlude that the algorithms used to adjust the user

pro�les during page rating aurately reeted the real preferenes of the user.

The seond aspet of the survey was a question that asked the user whih olumn

of the two olumn searh results display generated the proper results (remember,

the users were \blind" as to how the result sets were generated). Figure 13 depits

these results. Users preferred the results presented by the personalized ranking

algorithms 31% of the time. Not a single user preferred the traditional searh

engine to searh engine using personalization. However, many users, up to 69%,

saw no notieable di�erene between the two olumns, possibly due to the limited

number of searhes that users performed in our user study.
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Fig. 12. User Pro�le to Survey Correlation

Fig. 13. User Algorithm Preferene

6. CONCLUSION

Present day searh engines, in general, do not have a onept of a stateful user.

By introduing personalization into a typial searh engine, it may be possible to

produe better results by remembering user preferenes and ollaboratively pairing

users with others with similar interests. In order to assess some of the potential

that personalization may provide to traditional searh engines, we have developed

a ustom searh engine alled Foible. Based on Google, Foible uses searh engine

tehnologies ommon in many searh engines with the enhanements of personaliza-
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tion based on doument size, visual style and doument detail. In addition, Foible

moves beyond basi personalization by applying ollaborative �ltering in using the

past agreements of users to enhane searh result sets.

To evaluate the bene�ts of personalization and ollaborative �ltering to web

searh, the Foible spider indexed over twenty thousand douments, and �nished

with nearly a gigabyte of data stored in our database. This data was later indexed,

and proessed to produe the database bak-end used for searhes. The ranking al-

gorithm used ombined word-frequeny, mathing of page properties to stored user

preferene, and the predition of interest based on orrelating similar users. A are-

fully users study had over 50 users perform spei� tasks using Foible, evaluating

pages returned based on personalization and pages returned without onsidering

personalization.

Our analysis of the user study results show advantages to using personalization in

Web searh. For those users that ranked enough pages for the system to distinguish

their pro�le from a default pro�le, the \relevane" of their personalized result set

was marginally higher than then set obtain by a simple word frequeny searh. For

those users with fewer ranked pages, the personalized result set losely mirrored the

result set from a word frequeny searh. This showed that Foible's personalization

maintained a level equal to or higher than the relevane of the simple word frequeny

searh.

Additionally, the average data showed learly that the personalized engine out-

performs the word frequeny searh. By averaging the values for eah searh, thus

reduing the e�et of statistial outliers and individuals with few ranked pages, it

ould be seen that overall values for result sets returned by the system were higher

when personalization was involved.

Polynomial regression line analysis showed our personalization tehniques to per-

form onsistently better than word frequeny analysis. Partiularly within the �rst

three positions of the returned results, the personalization tehniques show a lear

advantage. In examining the results produed by word frequeny alone, user pref-

erene were randomly distributed aross the top ten entries, instead of being on-

entrated at the top results. Personalization tehniques addressed this problem by

allowing dynami reordering of searh results, based on the feedbak generated by

the user. The result is a more uniform distribution of the top ten elements, with

the highest ranked (in terms of user votes) elements appearing in the top positions.

Surveys �lled out by users provided on�rmation that the adaptation algorithms

used by the searh engine were working properly. After using the searh engine,

user's pro�les were automatially adjusted to reet the ontent that the system be-

lieved the user was interested in viewing. When the users themselves provided this

data, we found an average of 70-80% orrelation between the system's preditions

and preferenes stated by the user.

Additionally, analysis of user surveys shows that users overwhelmingly prefer

the ollaborative searh tehniques to traditional methods of searhing. When

presented with two olumns showing the results produed by either method, of

those who were able to disern a di�erene between the two olumns, every user,

without exeption, preferred the olumn representing the ollaborative tehniques.

In summary, Foible represents a working implementation of a searh engine with
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personalization enhanements, inluding ollaborative �ltering. The implementa-

tion of Foible gave us an opportunity to test the hypothesis that Web searh an be

improved through personalization and ollaborative �ltering. Our user study shows

that users prefer results returned by a personalized �lter with ollaborative �ltering

to those returned by traditional searh engines. Our other data also supports our

original assertion that ollaborative �ltering provides a more personalized searh

experiene that results in better rankings.

7. FUTURE WORK

Despite the suesses of our user study, we have identi�ed several aspets of the

system that ould be improved. Many of these stem from the fat that our system

was intended primarily as a proof-of-onept implementation. While we do believe

that the underlying tehnology is ready for prodution deployment, there are several

improvements that must be made before widespread adoption of these tehniques

ours.

7.1 Salability

The algorithms used within our user study were not designed to sale to hundreds

of thousands of users. Unfortunately, the omputation of user-to-user orrelation

grows exponentially with the number of pro�les stored in the system. New algo-

rithms or tehniques would need to be explored for saling into thousands of users.

Possible improvements ould inlude preomputing user orrelations at intervals,

rather than on the y as our urrent system implements. Additionally, it might

be possible to introdue group funtionality that would arti�ially onstrain the

number of orrelation omputations that would need to be performed.

7.2 Inreased Domain

Beause we were working within the on�nes of limited resoures, we were not able

to rawl as large a setion of the web as originally desired. The Foible spider ran

for almost two weeks, and amassed 950 megabytes of data within our database.

It would be interesting to arhitet a better bak end for data storage apable of

handling hundreds of thousands, and multiple tens of gigs of data storage. The

atual amount of data omposing the entire Web is a truly staggering quantity, and

developing e�etive means of ataloging and storing it would ertainly be rewarding

Future work.

7.3 Expanded User Study

During the analysis of the data we obtained from the user study, it beame lear that

the system was better able to distinguish users one they passed the \sixth vote"

mark. After the user has rated six votes on eah set (pro�led and word frequeny

results sets), or a total of 12 votes, the system shows a greater separation between

the values of their result sets for pro�led queries and word frequeny queries. It

would be worthwhile to expand the user study to enompass the ranking of groups

with many di�erent numbers of pages eah. In this manner, the system's learning

rate an be harted. It would be interesting to know exatly how fast the user was

meaningfully distinguishable to the system.
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7.4 More Attributes

We were only able to reate a limited number of attributes that haraterized Web

pages. While we believe that our hoies of attributes, suh as readability, image

ontent, doument length, et., provided a reasonable ross setion, the auray of

the orrelations between users ould be inreased by introduing more attributes.

Suggestions for these inlude olor, image analysis, and better means of analyzing

the text of a doument. Most of the text analysis indexes used, suh as Fog and

Flesh-Kinaid, are designed to analyze dense bloks of well strutured text. Often,

navigational elements of Web pages are analyzed as broken sentenes, and thus

adversely inuene the omputation of these text-based indexes.
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